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 Want to read for free? We currently have over a million free articles and daily videos on Brain/Mind, Fitness, Nutrition and
Health. Try out a free 5 day trial on us and enjoy full access to articles, guides, the library, forum and more. Related Articles

Related Reviews A Hands-on Guide to Locating Muscles, Bones and More In any typical health class, there’s likely to be a slide
of a human skeleton. But how often do you actually find out where muscles are located, bones are shaped, and nerves run? Most

people walk around as though they already know this stuff, but who’s to say they know it correctly? Is it not only a matter of
having a good understanding of anatomy, but also a matter of being able to quickly and confidently locate a muscle, a bone, or a
nerve? The good news is that such learning can be fast and fun if you follow a few simple rules: - First, and most important, the
human body is a machine. Every part can be broken down into its basic components and how they work. So how do you find out

what a muscle is made up of, or where a particular bone is shaped? - The answer is to study the human anatomy—study the
body as a machine. So, you might want to open a book like this, and turn to Chapter 5. Now, have a look at what you’re reading.

And then, read it again—until you know it well. When you’ve mastered this chapter, come back and learn the chapter in a
different way. When you’ve learnt a new one, move on to the next chapter, and then, a third chapter, and so on. Your goal is to
be able to find any muscle, bone or nerve on the human body in less than a minute. You may be amazed at how quickly you can

master this. When you’ve learnt a lesson well, you can go on to the next lesson. It’s that simple. You’ll find a wealth of
information here. And when you do, you’ll be able to locate the muscles and bones that are involved in just about anything you

can think of. Even everyday problems, like your inability to pass gas, can be easily 520fdb1ae7
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